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Let the learners stand in a circle. When the teacher says ‘fly’, they have to fly inside

the circle by waving hands upside down. The learners may fly freely inside the circle

till the teacher blows the  whistle.

In the second round, the teacher says ‘fly high’, the learners have to show the flying

actions standing on their toes. When the teacher blows the whistle, the learners stop

flying.

In the third round, the teacher says ‘fly low’. This time the learners have to show the

actions by bending on their knees.

Session -1   We're Butterflies
                Time: 2 hours

10 minutes

Aim : Act according to the instructions given and engage in simple games

without any inhibition.

Language focus : Understand simple instructions and act accordingly.

TLM : whistle

Feedback : Congratulate those who participate actively and model the

actions if necessary.

Assessment : Assess the participation of the learners in the game and their

movements according to the instructions given.

Unit 2      THREE BUTTERFLIES

Goals of the unit

Learners will engage in simple language activities.

Interact in language activities like role play, games, etc. using simple English.

Use simple English while answering to interactive questions.

Understand simple questions asked by the teacher.

 Comprehend the instructions given and act accordingly.

Learners read and comprehend the text and write in simple English.

Read and enjoy poems and add more lines.

Activity 1 - Fly ... Fly High ...
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Activity 2 :What's in the box? 15 minutes

A box is placed in the middle of the classroom. The teacher points to the box and

asks;

Do you see a box?

What’s in the box?

Can you guess?

Let the learners predict what’s in the box.

Give chances to the learners to respond.

Motivate learners to ask simple questions to find out more about the hidden object.

When most of them have voiced their guess, ask them to find out the object by

completing the picture given on page 33. Then the teacher takes the paper butterfly

from the box and shows it to the learners.

Aim : Enable learners to make meaningful guesses and generate

language through questions.

Language focus: Ask simple questions and use simple sentences to make

predictions.

TLMs : Box, paper butterfly

Feedback : Encourage learners to make guesses and ask simple questions.

Appreciate those who have guessed correctly and encourage the

responses made by them.

Assessment :

•Assess whether the learners are able to ask simple questions for making

predictions.

•Assess learner participation in the activity.
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15 minutesActivity 3: My Butterfly

Aim :  Arouse the interest of learners and to enhance their creativity.

Language focus : Follow the instructions given and act accordingly.

Teacher cuts A-4 paper into four equal parts and distributes the strips to the learners.

Teacher gives the following instructions.

 Fold your paper into two. Like this (shows)

 Write a big ‘B’ as shown in the picture.

 Put dots as given in the picture.

 Cut through the dotted lines.

 Now unfold the paper.

 Your butterfly is ready.

 You can colour it and make it beautiful.

Support : Help the learners fold the paper and cut it in proper shape.

Let the learners paste their butterflies on the chart.

Assessment : Assess whether the learners could make their own butterfly

following the instructions of the teacher.
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Activity 4 - Butterflies in and out

Aim: Understand simple instructions and participate in simple language games.

Language focus:Listen to simple instructions and act accordingly.

10 minutes

Divide the whole class into two groups namely; butterflies and butterfly catchers. All

the “catchers” can stand together in a circle holding hands over their heads as a net.

When the teacher says “start”, the butterflies can fly in and out the circle. In the second

round, the teacher may count from one to ten. The catchers have to fix a number from

one to ten secretly. Ask the butterflies to fly in and out. The teacher counts from one

onwards.When the teacher says the number selected by the catchers, they close the net

by putting hands down to stop the butterflies. Then the butterflies trapped inside are out.

They can join the group of catchers. Continue the game.

Assessment: Ability to act according to the instructions.

To the teacher: Help the catchers decide the numbers secretly and give modeling if

necessary.

Prompt the butterflies to move in and out of the circle fastly.
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Activity 5 - Collective Drawing 25 minutes

Aim :  Engage learners in drawing pictures collectively based on a

theme and to provide opportunities for speaking freely.

Language focus : Describe the pictures orally using simple sentences.

TLMs : Chart, Sketch pens, Crayons, Markers, Paper butterflies

Exhibit a chart with a flowering plant drawn in the left corner. Place an art kit containing

crayons, sketch pens, markers, etc. in the middle of the classroom. Let the learners

come forward one by one and draw objects suitable to the picture.Teacher interacts

with the learners while they draw. Lead them to draw a garden in the chart collaboratively.

Fix three paper butterflies on the chart while drawing. After completing the drawing, let

3 or 4 learners describe the picture.

Feedback : Encourage learners to appreciate their drawings.

Assessment : Ability to describe the picture orally.

Activity 6 - Sing and Enjoy 10 minutes

Aim : Comprehend and enjoy a song.

Language Focus: Sing a song with appropriate action, rhythm and tone, read the

lines and identify the key words.

Learners stand in a circle.  Teacher sings the song (Poem - Butterfly,  Page

No. 39) with proper voice modulation, action, rhythm and tone. Learners listen and

sing the song after the teacher.  They present the song in groups also.
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Activity- 7  Pass your Butterfly

Aim : Engage in simple games to identify the main characters.

Language Focus : Understand the instructions of the teacher and respond

accordingly .

Read words denoting colours.

TLMs : Paper butterflies, word cards

10 minutes

Let the learners stand in a circle.  Distribute paper butterflies of red, white and

yellow colours to all learners in such a way that everyone gets one butterfly.  Give the

following instructions. “When I blow the whistle, pass your butterfly.  Pass the butterfly

to the boy/girl standing to your right.  When I blow the second whistle, stop passing”.

When they stop, show the word card RED.  The learners who have red butterflies with

them have to come to the centre and play as butterflies.

Continue this activity with white and yellow cards. The teacher may change the actions

according to the colours shown.

Eg: White butterflies - flying and dancing together

Yellow butterflies - flying up and down

Red butterflies - flying and singing together

Activity- 8  Butterflies in Garden 25 minutes

Shows page no. 34 to learners.  Ask the learners: “What do you see in the picture?”  Let

the learners come up with what they see in the picture. (Teacher elicits words like red

flower, yellow flower, white flower,  green leaves, garden, sky, etc.)  Interact with learners

by asking simple questions.

Ask the learners to open their coursebook, page no. 34.  Let the teacher read the text

aloud.  As the teacher reads, the learners track the text with their eyes (if needed, use

their fingers).  Let the learners also read the text silently after the teacher has read it.

Aim : Develop power of perception and observation and expand

vocabulary to describe pictures.

Language Focus : Learners engage in conversation and describe a picture.

Talk about abilities using ‘can’.

TLM : Page 34 of Coursebook.
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Interaction:
Where did the butterflies live?

Can you name the flowers?

What did they do together?

The butterfly can fly. A parrot can fly. Can you fly?

Teacher draws a word web on the blackboard/chart and asks: “What can the butterflies

do?”

The learners complete the word web (Activity-2, Page 40).

Butterflies can do all these things.  What can you do?

Give chances to respond individually.

Ask learners to complete the word web in their notebooks/ in the text. (Activity-4, page

no. 42)

Random reading. Ask learners to sit in groups and prepare a list of what their group

members can do.

Eg: Ajith can sing. Kavitha can climb trees.

Teacher may lead the learners to Activity -5 (page 43)

Assessment: Are the learners able to complete the word web?

Are they able to track the text?

Are they able to identify the key words?
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Students’ Reflection

· Did you like the butterflies?

· Which are the games you liked today?

· Did you enjoy the song?

· Can you draw word webs again?

· Can you say one or two sentences of the game you liked best?

Teacher’s Reflection

Dear teacher,

          First five activities in this session are for setting the context and ensuring joyful

entry to the lesson.  Other three activities are for processing the text.  Please ensure

that the activities are done in a joyful atmosphere to ensure the smooth flow of activities.

Evaluate yourself;

1) Was I able to conduct the games and activities in a natural way without

losing its flow?

2) Did I give suitable instructions?

3) Were my children able to do all the activities?

4) Did I give necessary feedback and support to the needy children?

Expected writings in student’s notebook:

1. Word web (Activity - 2, page 40)

2. Word web (Activity - 4 (Part A), page 42)

3. What can my friends do? (Activity - 5, page 43)

Evidences of  learning in the classroom:

1. Collective picture drawing.

2. Chart containing paper butterflies.

Students' Reflection
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40 minutes

Teachers' Reflection

Session-2 Let’s Read

Aim : To tell about one’s own choices and abilities.

Language Focus : Use of modal auxiliary ‘can’ to show ability in meaningful

contexts.

TLM : Finger puppets

Teacher wears a finger puppet on the left pointer and sings the following lines.

“Little doll, Little doll

Can you drive a car?”

She shows a finger puppet on the right pointer and answers.

“Yes dear, Yes dear

I can drive a car”.

Teacher prompts learners to ask other questions in a rhyming pattern.

“Little doll, Little doll

Can you sing a song?”

“No dear, No dear

I can’t sing a song”.

Let the learners form pairs. The pairs may sing the rhyme using the finger puppet.

One may ask and the other can answer.

Change the roles and continue the activity.

Lead learners to the B part of the coursebook activity on page 42

Let them complete the lines of the song.

Session II - LET’S READ

Time: 2 hours

Assessment

 How many of them were able to add more lines?

 How many of them needed help?

Activity- 9  I Can
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40 minutes

Activity 10 - What will Happen?

Aim : Listen to a story and comprehend it.

Make predictions.

Language Focus : Learners identify the main idea through listening to the reading

and thinking-aloud by the teacher.

TLM : Page 35

Teacher narrates the story from “One afternoo...it started raining” with proper voice

modulation.

 Teacher asks interaction question like:

 Can you guess what will happen next?

 What are they looking for?

 What will the butterflies do now?

 Will anyone help them?

 Who is watching them?

Elicit responses/predictions.

 Let’s see what really happened? Open up page 35.  Ask the learners to read individually

and share their ideas in the groups.

Assessment

 Are the learners able to predict and share their views?

 How can we help them?
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Activity 11 - True side and False side
15 minutes

Draw a line at the centre to divide the class into two: one is the true side and other is the

false side. Ask the learners to stand on the centre line. Read out a sentence related to the

passage they have already read. Those who think the statement is true can move to the

‘True side’ and others can move to the ‘False’ side. Those who chose the wrong side is

eliminated.

Repeat the game with the next sentence.

Aim : Enhance comprehension by engaging the learners in simple games.

Language Focus : Listen to the statements, comprehend and act accordingly.

Activity 12 - Echo Reading 25 minutes

Teacher reads the passage (page no. 35) and asks the learners to read after her. Encourage

them to read aloud.

Assessment: Teacher assesses the ability of the learners to read aloud with the help of

the rubrics.

Aim : Understand the articulatory features of language.

Language Focus : Reading with proper pace, tone and expression

TLM : Coursebook
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RUBRICS - LOUD READING

Students' Reflection

1) Were the activities interesting to you?

2) Do you love the butterflies?

3) What are the things you can do now?

Teacher’s Reflection

· Were the TLMs useful for conducting the activity ‘I Can’?

· Did I ensure that all my learners could say sentences with ‘I can’?

· Was my narrative comprehensible to my learners?

· Was echo reading useful?

Expected writings in student’s notebooks:

1. Song  with the structure ‘I can’(part B, Activity - 4, page  no. 42)

Evidences of learning in the classroom:

1. Display of lines newly made by the learners.

 Needs 

improvement 

Satisfactory Good  Excellent  

Phrasing  Reads primarily 

word by word. 
 
 

 

Reads primarily 

in two-word 
phrases with 
some three- or 

four-word 
groupings.  

Reads primarily 

in three- or four-
word phrase 
groups. 

 
 

 

Reads primarily 

in large, 
meaningful 
phrase groups.  

 
 

Expression & 
Volume 

Reads in a quiet 
voice as if to get 
words out. The 

reading does not 
sound natural. 

Reads in a quiet 
flat voice. 

Reads audibly 
and sometimes 
with expression.  

 

Reads with 
varied volume 
and expression 

matching the 
interpretation of 

the passage.  

Pacing  Reads slowly 
and laboriously. 

Reads 
moderately 
slowly. 

Reads fast and 
slow throughout 
reading. 

Reads at a 
conversational 
pace throughout 

the reading. 
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Session 3 - Let’s Speak

Time: 2 hours
40 minutes

Aim : Develop one’s vocabulary through various activities.

Language Focus : Use expressions suited to the context.

Ask simple questions and respond.

Select three learners to act as butterflies (red, white and yellow). Divide the rest of the

class into three groups namely; Sunflower group, Rose group and Lily group. Ask all

groups to select butterflies of their respective colours. Call the three butterflies to the

centre of the class.  Teacher creates the situations through a small narration.

“It is raining heavily.  Butterflies are wet.  They feel difficult to fly.  They

look for a shelter.  They see a sunflower.  They go to the sunflower and ask for

help”.

“Butterflies, go to the sunflower and ask for help”.

“What will you ask?”

“Sunflower group, what will you say?”

Teacher helps them to create their own dialogues.

Writes the questions and responses on the chart.

Follows the same process with the Rose flower group and Lily flower group. Teacher

conducts this activity as a role play.

Look at the chart, these are your questions and responses.

What did the butterflies really ask? Do you know?

Look at the text on page no. 36 & 37. Check whether your predictions were correct.

Now, read those pages.

Teacher processes the reading activity.

Assessment:

 How many of the learners could construct their own sentences?

 How many of them need further support?

Activity 13 - Let’s Play and Talk
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Let a learner wear the mask of a sunflower. The sunflower stands in front of the class.

Teacher asks the other learner to act as butterflies. Teacher asks the sunflower to move

one step forward. Then she says ,”Butterflies! Butterflies! Here is the sunflower. Do you

want shelter? Ask her for a shelter”. Let the butterflies ask for shelter with teacher's help.

“ Sunflower! Sunflower!

Shall we stay here till the rain is over?”

The sunflower may give a reply.  Then the teacher shows the picture of the sunflower

in the coursebook on page no.36. Teacher asks, “ Do you know the reply of the

sunflower? Let’s have a look.” Let the learners read the passage SEEKING

SHELTER on page no. 36 to find out the reply of the sunflower.   Share the ideas in

groups and present it before the class.

Assessment: Were the learners able to grasp the main idea of the given passage?

Could they read the reply of the sunflower?

Activity 14 - What did the Sunflower say? 40 minutes

Aim :  Engage in simple language activities to identify the theme of a

   given passage.

Language focus :  Read words and sentences to make out the main idea of a giventext.

TLMs :  Mask of  a sunflower, masks of butterflies
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Activity 15 - What did the Good Lily say? 40 minutes

Ask a learner to wear the mask of a lily. The lily stands in front of the class. Teacher asks

the other learners to act as butterflies. Then teacher asks the lily to move a step forward.

Then she says,

“ Good Lily! Good Lily!

It’s raining heavily,

Shall we stay here till the rain is over?”

The butterflies are prompted to ask the same question. Then the Lily may give any reply.

The teacher now shows the picture of the Lily in the coursebook on page no.37. Teacher

asks, “Do you know the reply of the Lily? Let’s have a look.” Let the learners read the

passage A  REQUEST on page no. 37 to find out the reply. Share the ideas in groups and

present it before others.

When all the groups have presented, the teacher shows the dialogue of the sunflower

written and displayed on a chart and reads it aloud.

''Sunflower! Sunflower!

Shall we stay here

till the rain is over?''

 Who said this? Can you say?

At this stage, teacher leads the learners to page no. 47 of the CB and help the learners to

do the activity.  For this, teacher may conduct echo reading if necessary.

Assessment : Did all the learners grasp the central idea of the passage?

Are the learners able to read the dialogues given in the passage?

Aim : Engage in simple language activities to find out the theme of

a given passage.

Language focus : Read words and sentences to find out the main idea of a given text.

TLMs : Mask of a lily, masks of butterflies
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Students' Reflection

 Did you like playing with masks?

 Did you enjoy playing as butterflies and flowers?

 Can you make the masks of flowers?

 Whose reply do you like best? The sunflower's or the lily's?

Teachers' Reflection

 Did my narrative lead the learners to the role play?

 Was I able to guide my learners to role play properly?

 Can my learners produce the dialogues of the sunflower and the lily?

 Do my learners need more input for processing difficult text?  If so, what

are the techniques I am going to use?

Expected writings in student’s note books:

1. Dialogues between the butterflies and the sunflower

2. Dialogues between the butterflies and the lily

Evidences of learning in the classroom :

1. Video clip of the role play performed by the learners
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Session 4  - Let's Write
Time: 2 hours

40 minutes

Assign roles to learners such as sun, clouds and butterflies. Give masks/cutouts to

wear.

Present the following narrative and conduct a TPR (i.e learners make physical

movements accordingly)

‘The butterflies fly.

Rain comes (learners with the masks of clouds appear)

The butterflies are wet in rain.

They cannot fly.

They look at the sky.

Clouds move in the sky.

The sun comes. (A learner with the mask of the sun comes forward).

The sun watches the butterflies.

‘You are good butterflies’, says the sun.

‘You love each other.’

‘Go away’, the sun chases the clouds away.

The rain stops.

The wings of the butterflies dry up.

The butterflies fly happily.

They dance in the garden.

The flowers also dance.

Night comes. The sun is gone.

The butterflies sleep.

The flowers also sleep.’

The teacher may give positive feedback to the learners. “Did this actually happen?”

Elicit responses and lead the learners to individual reading of the passage on page no. 38.

Process reading.

Aim : Visualise the events of a story through Total Physical Response

Language focus : Comprehends the piece of a story and acts accordingly.

TLM : Masks/cutouts of sun, clouds, butterfly, etc.

Activity 16 - True Love

Assessment: Teacher assesses the reading comprehension with the help of the rubrics.
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Activity 17 - I am …. You are

Aim : Speak about oneself

Language focus : Uses simple sentences to tell about oneself

TLM : Mask of a butterfly

Teacher wears the mask of a butterfly and presents the passage given on page no. 44.

(I am a yellow… we are all very happy)

Then the teacher invites the learners and asks them to wear the mask and say about

themselves.

After this, ask the learners to write a few sentences about themselves and their friends.

Let them present the sentences.

Teacher can present some sentences about himself/herself. Let the learners complete  Activity 7.

Assessment: How many of the learners came up with well-structured sentences?

RUBRICS – READING COMPREHENSION

 Needs improvement Fair Good 

Main Idea Fails to identify the 

main idea 

Identifies the main idea 

but cannot 

identify supporting 

details 

Identifies main idea as 

well as 

supporting details 

Context Cannot identify 

contextual references 

to interpret meaning 

Identifies minimal 

contextual 

references to interpret 

meaning 

Identifies most 

contextual references 

to interpret meaning 

Sequence Cannot identify 

keywords or 

sequential textual 

passages 

Has trouble with the 

reorganization 

of the sequential 

elements 

Able to reorganize 

the elements into a 

sequential order 

Inference Cannot conclude 

inferred messages 

Identifies limited 

inferred messages 

Can identify when 

messages are 

inferred 

Predictions & 

use of prior 

knowledge 

Can’t make 

predictions 

Makes predictions but 

not logical and 

meaningful 

Makes predictions on 

the content and events 

using prior knowledge 
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30 minutes
Activity 18 - Sing and Dance

Aim : Add more lines to a song.

Language Focus : Familiarise learners with action verbs through a rhyme.

TLM : Masks of peacocks, butterflies, sparrows, frogs, fishes

Drive the attention of the learners to page no. 41 of CB. Ask them to identify the

pictures and characters on the page.

You can add characters like frog, fish, etc.

 Ask learners to find out what the peacock says.

 Let the class try singing the lines (peacock)

 Select some learners to act like butterflies and one to act as the peacock.

 Let them enact the lines.

 Divide the class into sparrowgroup, peacock group, frog group and fish group.

 Give masks to each group representing their identity.

(Masks of sparrow/peacock/frog/fish…)

 Let the groups create their own lines.

 Let them sing and enact the lines wearing the masks.

 Let each group write their own lines and present it on a chart.

 Lead the learners to Activity-3 (page 41).  Let them write the lines individually.

Assessment:How many of the learners are able to create their own lines?

Activity 19 - Fly and sky 15 minutes

Aim: Identify rhyming words.

Language focus: Identify the similarity of ending sounds that form end rhyme.

Phase I :Sing the song “Butterfly, butterfly”(page no. 39, CB) written on a chart. Let

the learners sing after you. Draw their attention to the rhyming words like butterfly, sky,

high, thigh, etc. Repeat the lines. Ask them to identify the speciality of the words.

Why are such words used?

Elicit random responses.
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Phase II- Exhibit a chart containing rhyming words and non-rhyming words.

Sky, fly, thigh, tough, dry, boy, lands, by, so, cry

Teacher touches word ‘sky’ with a pointer. Learners have to clap when he/she touches

the corresponding rhyming word (fly/cry/dry). If  he/she touches non-rhyming words,

they should not clap.

Teacher repeats the process with other rhyming words.

Learners complete Activity 1 on page no.40 of CB.

Let the learners write the words individually and then share their words in groups.

Consolidation by the teacher.

Assessment:How far the learners are able to find rhyming words?

Students' Reflection

· Did you enjoy today’s activities?

· How do you feel now?

· Did you like singing and dancing?

Teachers' Reflection

· Were the strategies and techniques helpful in processing the activities?

· Could I conduct TPR (Total Physical Response) in its true sense?

· What support did I give for those who were unable to find out rhyming words?

Expected writings in student’s notebooks:

1. Writing about oneself and one’s friends (Activity-7,  page 44)

2. Picture of flower petals-Rhyming words (Activity-1, page 40

Evidences of learning in the classroom:

Chart containing lines of the song developed by the groups.
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Session 5  - Our Words
Time: 2 hours

30 minutes

Aim :To identify letters of a word and to form a word chain.
Language Focus :

 Understand the instructions given.

 Make out the phonemic values of group of letters.

Write the following words in separate cards (one word on one card). Seven sets of words
are given below.

Stage-1
 Make sets of word cards as shown above.
 Divide learners into five member groups.
 Give one set to each group.
 Let them arrange the word cards in alphabetic order.
 Help them to form the desired chain.
 After finding the word, let the groups write it on a piece of chart, in bold

letters.
 Ask each group to show their word chain and explain the rule they have

followed.
Eg: Our first word starts with … and ends with ….
Model if needed.

Allow all other groups to explain.

Activity 20 - Word Chain

Butterfly yellow water Road dark

Farmer red dog Garden night

Baby yellow wet Tree                   elephant

butterfly yellow water Rain night

sunflower read dog Goat tiger

sleep play yellow Wings sun

cloud dance evening Garden night
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Stage-2

 At the first whistle, let the learners walk freely holding their cards visible to

others.

 At the second whistle the members of the group should arrange themselves in

the order of the word chain. (i.e., each word begin with the ending letter of the

previous word)

 Check if the chain is broken and give chance to set them right.

 Those who fail to form the word chain are out of the game.

Assessment:     Did all the learners complete the word chain?

Were the learners able to set the words on their own?

Activity 21 - Give me the Word

Aim : Help learners to get the meaning of words through revisiting the text.

Language focus : Identify the missing word in a specific context by understanding its

meaning.

Ask the learners to read the whole story individually. Interact with them to know how

many of them have read it. Divide them into groups. Ask learners to close their books.

Start reading the text.  Leave out a word or phrase while reading the sentences and

ask the learners to supply the missing word or word having the same meaning.  Points

are given to groups who guess the word correctly.  After this, lead the students to the

activity ‘I CAN’ on page 48.

Assessment: Did all learners guess the words correctly?

How far did they supply the words?

30 minutes
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30 minutes

Teachers' Reflection

Activity 22 - Ammu's Garden

Aim : Enable learners to use vocabulary in appropriate contexts.

Language focus: Familiarise vocabulary and use them appropriately.

TLMs : Sand Tray, cutouts of butterflies, a bird, kitten, a green

grasshopper, plants with flowers, clouds, etc.

Make a garden using sand tray or big picture with the help of students. Ask them to

follow the instructions and use sand tray and cutouts fixed in it to make the garden as

shown in page  46 of the coursebook. Use the cutouts of butterflies, a bird, kitten,

green grasshopper, flowering plants with flowers, clouds etc. When each cutout is

placed, the teacher has to interact with the learners . Use the vocabulary given on

page 46 to interact with them in a natural way.

Interaction may begin like this:

Shall we make a garden? What all things can we see in a garden? Flowers,

butterflies .... Shall we fix the plants here? Then where would the butterflies

sit? Look here… Who is this?(Showing the kitten) A kitten. What’s the kitten

doing? He is chasing the grasshopper.

 After the garden is formed, give chances to the learners to describe it. Distribute

the text given on page 46 as unfinished sentence strips in groups to complete. Let

them paste it on a chart and present. Complete the activity in the coursebook also.

Feedback: Give support to children for making garden

Assessment: Were the learners able to complete the activity on page 46?
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Activity 23 - Cards and Strips

30 minutes

Aim : Do simple projects and identify the features of birds and

animals

Language focus : Identify and use simple attributes related to names of

birds and animals.

TLM : Word cards of birds and animals, paper strips with

descriptions

Feedback :  Help the learners manage the cards and strips suitably.

Assessment :  Could the learners identify the features of birds and animals?

Divide the class into four or five member groups. Prepare word cards of birds and

animals (3x4 inches) and paper strips containing short descriptions about the pictures

(their colour, size, appearance, food habits, where they live etc.) Ask the group leaders

to come and pick word cards of their choice. The group leader may pin the word

card on their chest.

Place the remaining paper strips on the ground. When the game begins, the teacher

may pick a paper strip and place it in the centre of the class. A learner may come and

pick the strip and read the word on it. It if is a word suitable to the word card of their

group, he/she moves to the group with it. If it is a word not suitable to their word

card, he/she leaves the card and the next person gets the chance. The game continues

till the groups get all their matching strips.

For eg., Suppose a group has the word card ‘Crow’, the member who picks the

strip, ‘Black’, reads it and moves to his/her group with it. If the member picks the

strip, ‘Bark’, he/she reads it and leaves the chance for the next person.

After the game, the teacher may lead the learners  to the project work on page 45.
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STANDARD 3

Draft

· Did you enjoy today’s activities?

· How did you do your task?

· What do you think about your group’s efforts?

· Were you able to make proper sentences?

Students' Reflection

Teachers' Reflection

 Did my learners actively participate in the activity?

 Were my strategies and techniques helpful in processing the activities?

 What support did I given them to complete the word chain?

 Did all the learners complete the project work?

 Could I facilitate writing in my learners?

Expected writings in student’s notebooks:

1. Word chain (Activity - 6, page 44)

2. Evidences of project work (page 45)

Evidences of learning in the classroom:

1. Chart developed by groups as part of word chain activity.
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STANDARD 3

Draft

Activity 24 - Story Wheel 40 minutes

Session 6 - We’re Storytellers

Time: 2 hour

Aim : Revisit the story and reflect on it.

Language Focus: Listen to a story and recreate its major events into a picture story.

TLM : Story wheel

Read the story of three butterflies loudly.

Divide the learners into groups. Then elicit events from the groups.  Each group tells the

events in a sequence. Each group is given a chart paper with a story wheel drawn on it.

The groups draw the major events in the story wheel.

Each group presents their story wheel to the whole class and explains the events.

Assessment: Could all the groups present their story wheel?

                         Did all the members of the group contribute to the story wheel?

   Three

butterflies
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STANDARD 3

Draft

Activity 25 - Corner Stills

Aim: Enable learners to visualize a place, a theme or an event.

Language Focus: Understand simple instructions and act accordingly.

After the presentation of the story wheels by the groups, teacher asks the groups to

stand in different corners of the class.

Teacher gives the following instructions and the groups prepare corner stills.

 Three butterflies dancing in the garden.

 It’s raining and butterflies are looking for a shelter.

 The wet butterflies talk to the sunflower.

 All butterflies and flowers sleep.

Activity 26 - Planning the Play

20 minutes

Aim: Make out the context, events and characters.

Language focus: Narrate or retell a story.

TLM: Masks of butterflies, sunflower and lily.

The learners may continue in the same groups.  Ask the groups to take up roles.

Intervene in each group and give necessary support.

Interaction

 Who are the characters in the story?

 Who will be the sunflower?

 Who will be the lily?

 Who will be the butterflies?

 What is the event?

 What is the flower/butterfly doing?

 What is the flower/butterfly saying?

Let then frame the dialogues and practice the scene.  Go to each group and help them

frame dialogues and roles of group members.  Ensure that each member in the

group gets a role and has a dialogue.  Also let the groups practice well.  They can

collect masks and other properties for practising. When the groups have practiced

well, ask all learners to sit as audience.
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STANDARD 3

Draft

Assessment: Are the learners able to identify the characters and fix the events of the play?

Can they frame the dialogues?

Activity 27 - Presenting the Play

Aim :  Present a text orally along with a performance.

Language Focus : Retell the narrative/text with appropriate pitch, pause and

   expression.

Invite a group to perform the play.  Let the groups fix a name for their play.  One

member from the group can announce the name of play and introduce the group members

and their roles.  When one group presents, all other groups must watch the play. Teacher

appreciates and gives proper feedback to each group. You may use the questions attached

to assess the performance of each group. Continue with other groups too. As the

performance of other groups happen  ensure that the learners ask assessment questions

previously used by you.  Congratulate every group effort.

Assessment: After each presentation, conduct assessment using the following reflective

prompts.  After the performance, stand in the centre of the play area with students

around and elicit their feedback by using the following questions. (Ask each group)

 Tell me about your performance.  What were you doing? Who were you

pretending to be?

 Did your movements and facial expressions match with the characters?

 Tell me about your group’s performance.  Was the sound/speech loud, clear

and fluent?

 Did you have eye contact and good body movements?

 Did you make any changes in the story? If yes, why?

 What about your group’s team work? Did everyone participate in the play?

 If you are going to do the same again, what improvements will you make?
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STANDARD 3

Draft

· Was the acting joyful for you?

· Did you like the story wheel activity?

· What do you think about your group’s performance?

· Did you like you character in the drama?

· Will you act again?

Students' Reflection

Teachers' Reflection

· Did my children get the story as a whole?

· Were my learners able to tell the events of the story?

· What support did I give them to complete the story wheel?

· Did all present the play well? Was I successful in leading them to the play?

And how far did I assess?

· Could I transact this unit in a comprehensive way?

Expected writing in the student’s notebook:

Events of the story

Evidences of learning in the classroom:

1. Story wheel prepared by groups

2. Video clips of plays by the groups


